
SUBJECT: SSD

FACULTY: Prof. A.A.  KHAN

SECTION: A

SEMESTER 1ST

Total Number of Student              : 60

Date : 15.12.12 A1 Subject Knowledge
A2 Preparation for class
A3 Explaining & communicationin in the class
A4 Attitude towards students
A5 Tolerance of dis-agreement
A6 Ranking of the class
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Khan Sir is excellent and very well converned.
He is a asset for us.

Khan sir is a very good faculty. His teaching style is very enjoyable. He always try to develop our skills. 

Sir is very helpful and well concerned. He encourages to gives importance to students. His class was extremely enjoyable and learning centre.
Prof. A.A. Khan Sir is a very good teacher. His experience and learning process always influence me.

We really enjoy this class and Sir also encourage and motivate us to do the good in life.

Khan Sir is a very good Faculty. The behaviour of Sir is good. He is also friendly nature for all of us.
Sir is always concerned with the student and we are enjoying and learning Sir class.

I love the way of talking and behaviour and how he interact with us and very helpful  nature.

Awesome, Enjoyable class, Tntertaining class, etc……
(1) Repeats one thing frequently     (2) Too fast speaking.
Khan Sir god of all the students. He is assets of the organization. He is very very good Sir in our organisation. 

My feedback for Sir is extremely good, He always encourage us to perform better and to overcome our weakness. I am really very satisfied with his teaching.

My feedback about Sir is outstanding and he is very interactive and classes are extremely enjoyable and interesting.

I am a big fan of his communication and he is my Ideal.

Good teacher. Teaching style is very good. 

Brilliant in communicating  in class also very helpful towards students.
He is excellent and very helpful and concerned person.
My feedback is that he is very helpful , enjoyble , planned man with lot of enthusism which help the student to learn more and how to come in the society i.e. non-verbal 
and verbal also.

Sir is very helpful and encourages. I am inspired by Khan Sir. 

He is Assets to the Organization of BIITM. Only for him the BIITM is grooming day by day.

The word feedback is  mean least for this person.

The class is very interesting. Class is mostly useful to develop our personality. It's really enjoyable.

FACULTY PERFORMANCE REPORT

Number of students participated  : 27 (45%)

Over all percentage: 99.56

Encourage and motivate us a lot but we need additional classes related to corporate as well as practical work in the market, line market survey etc.
we really enjoy Khan Sir class. Sir encourage and motivate a lot. He also tries to develop our communication skill.

BIITM is proud of Khan Sir there is no doubt. He teaches about our sub-skill how to develop on that how he teaches that we can't never foundout anywhere. He is the 
briliant lecturer on SSD. 
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